2019 IAC CONFERENCE (Theme TBA),
June 6th and 7th at the CUNY Graduate Center, 465 Park Avenue
IAC creates value by providing tools four our members to succeed
IAC is the go to destination to enable excellence in the I/DD service system for
children and adults in New York State.
SEEKING SESSION PRESENTERS
We are seeking thoughtful and informative workshops from dynamic presenters at IAC’s 2019
Annual Conference.
This event will focus on identifying resources/information for providers of I/DD services to
thrive in a new era of service delivery.
Preferred Presenters:





Thought provoking and facilitate interactive discussions
Teach replicable approaches that our attendees can implement in their settings
Provide resources and tools that attendees can take away
Use evidence based methods

Presentation Requirements:





Limited Advertising
Free of partisan political views
Standard presentations should fit within 60-75 minute breakout session to accommodate 15minute Q&A opportunity
Submitted by Feb 28th 2019

Benefits of Presenting:





Visibility with IAC’s 160+ member organizations
Access to our 2 day conference (subject to room space)
Listing in our program materials, distributed to all attendees
Networking opportunities with providers and advocates in the I/DD community

POTENTIAL TOPICS FOR OUR AUDIENCE
You are not limited to the examples below, they are meant only as a guide for potential topics we
are seeking:


Navigating Policy and Regulations
-Transitioning to Managed Care and SIP-PL
-Proficiency in federal policies and regulations that impact our work
-How evolving federal and state polices/ budgets will impact services
-Regulatory Readiness Workshops



Staff Development Topics Appropriate for Senior Management



Innovation
-Emerging Trends
-Non-traditional service models
-New funding strategies
- Use of cutting edge technologies to improve service delivery or maximize efficiencies



Exemplifying High-Performing Organizations
-Performance metrics and management
-Strategic outsourcing (e.g., shared services)
-Balancing Liability and Risk
-Adapting to Change and Leading Organizational Transformation

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION
Proposal submission period: January 2019-February 2019, and are reviewed on a rolling basis.
 IAC will begin contacting selected presenters in February2018
 All selected presenters should electronically submit their session materials by Friday,
March 30, 2019.
 Submissions should be sent electronically to Ryan@iacny.org and be no more than l page
in length with a clear overview and outline of the workshop.

